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Wage Bargainingand Employment
By IAN M. MCDONALD AND ROBERTM. SOLOW*

One of the perennialproblemsof business
cycle theory has been the search for a convincingempiricaldescriptionand theoretical
explanation of the behavior of wage rates
during fluctuationsin output and employment. Even the empiricalquestion is hardly
settled, although the most recent careful
study (see P. T. Geary and John Kennan)
confirms the prevailingview that real-wage
movementsare more or less independentof
the businesscycle. There are really two subquestionshere.The first presumesthat nominal wage stickiness is the main route by
whichnominaldisturbanceshave real macroeconomic effects, and asks why nominal
wages should be sticky. The second focuses
on real wages, and asks why fluctuationsin
the demandfor labor shouldso often lead to
large changesin employmentand small, unsystematic,changesin the real wage.
We addressonly the second of these subquestions.We do so in the contextof explicit
bargainingover wages and employmentby a
trade union and a firm or group of firms,
thoughone could hope that the resultsmight
apply loosely even where an informally
organizedlaborpool bargainsimplicitlywith
one or morelong-timeemployers.We do not
harborthe illusion that trade unions are the
only important source of wage stickiness.
There are other plausible (and implausible)
stories. Some, like this one, rest partiallyon
optimizingdecisions;othersdo not.
The impulse to this study was macroeconomic, but our focus is on a single employer
and a single labor pool. Our methods, and
thereforeour conclusions,are entirelypartial
equilibrium.If the short-runmobilityof labor
is slight,and if fluctuationsin real aggregate
demand affect many sectors synchronously,
then perhapsthe mechanismwe uncoverhere
could be important in the business cycle
*Universityof Melbourne and MassachusettsInstituteof Technology,respectively.
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context. But the work of embeddingit in a
complete macroeconomicmodel remains to
be done.
We begin with a model in which the union
is a simple monopolist,setting the wage rate
unilaterallyto maximizethe expectedor total
utility of its members,and allowing the employercompletediscretionover employment.
We then consider a more complex institutional setup in which the union and the firm
are supposedto bargainover both wage and
employmentand reach an outcome efficient
for them both. (The monopoly outcome is
not efficient, for the traditional reason.)
Thereis, of course,a whole rangeof efficient
bargains.A completetheorymust single out
one of them, but thereis unlikelyever to be
universalagreementon the right way to do
so. Our approachis simplyto try out several
simple conventionsand severalformal solutions to the bargainingproblem.We provide
a frameworkwithin which they are all seen
to bear a familyresemblanceto one another.
Moreover, there is a certain assumption
which makesall the proposedsolutionsshare
an importantcharacteristic:the effects of a
downswingor upswing in final demand on
the negotiatedoutcome can be decomposed
into two steps which reinforce each other
with respect to employmentand offset each
other with respect to the wage. So it would
not be surprisingto find largefluctuationsin
employmentand small unsystematicfluctuations in real wages duringbusinesscycles.
The key assumptionis thatproduct-market
conditionsare more sensitiveto the business
cycle than the reservationwageis. This would
be the case, for instance, if (a) nonmarket
opportunities including unemployment insurance benefits, which are not cyclically
vulnerable, play an important role in the
determinationof thereservationwage,and/or
(b) interemployermobilityis so limited that
outside market opportunities figure only
slightlyin workers'calculations.
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I. A SimpleMonopoly
Union
to different degrees by aggregate fluctuations. For this reasonalone-as a refereehas
pointed out-one might expect the relevant
reservationwage,and even its averageacross
industries, to vary systematically during
business cycles. Nevertheless,to the extent
that industrialand occupationalmobility is
limited in the time span relevantto business
cycles, we believe our story retains plausibility.
The best developedanalyticalapproachto
this problem is the theory of implicit contracts(surveyedby CostasAzariadis).In that
literature,a contract is a long-term agreement in the sense that the economicenvironment will changein an only probabilistically
known way during the life of the contract.
On the reasonableassumptionthat the firm
is less risk averse than its employees, the
typical outcomeis that an efficient contract
will be wage stabilizingand (unless special
featuresare introduced)employmentstabilizing as well. In our approach,by contrast,the
wage-employmentbargain is struck after
economic conditions in the firm's product
marketand in the surroundinglabor market
are known. It is a short-termor one-shot
contract.Risk enters only in a trivial sense:
if the contract calls for a fraction of the
union's homogeneousmembershipto be unemployed, the unlucky ones are chosen at
random.
In real life, negotiatedcontractsare usually long term. But they do not specify employment,which typically is left to the discretion of the employer; in consequence,
employmentfluctuatesa lot. Our reconciliation of the stylized facts, the theory of implicit contracts,and our own theorygoes like
this: if a seriesof shortcontractswould lead
as our model suggests to wide variationin
employmentand fairlystablewages,then the
same outcome might reasonably well be
achievedby a long-termcontractin which a
stable wage is specified but the level of
employmentis chosen at will by the firm.
(We do need a generalrestrainton employers
of a sort that could be accomplishedby
work rules.)
"featherbedding"

The simplest interesting noncompetitive
institutional setup is that of a monopoly
union which can set the wage unilaterally.
The employer (or employers)then chooses
the volume of employment.Most collective
bargainingagreementsdo give the employer
discretion over the volume of employment.
Why this should be so is an interestingquestion (see RobertHall and David Lilien).But
it is a rare tradeunion that literallycontrols
the wage and we take up more complicated
bargaining arrangementslater. The simple
monopoly case has been analyzedbefore, of
course(see, for example,Allan Cartter),and
we have only a few noveltiesto add. We use
this analysismainlyas a vehicleto introduce
concepts, establishnotation, and draw some
diagrams.
The firm is characterizedby a revenue
function R(L) giving sales proceeds as a
function of employment.If the firm were a
pricetakerin its productmarket,R(L) would
be simplypF(L) wherep is the parametric
product price and F(L) is the production
function relatingemploymentto output. We
assume, as usual, that R(O)=Oand R(L) is
concave, with marginal revenue eventually
becomingvery small or even negative.Profit
is then R(L)-wL.' If the firm is a profit
maximizer, it is indifferent among (w, L)
combinations that leave R(L)

-

wL constant.

These isoprofit curves in the (w, L) plane
serve as indifferencecurvesfor the firm.The
slope of an isoprofitcurve through(w, L) is
dw/dL=(R'(L)-w)/L.

For any L, iso-

profit curves have positive slope until w
reachesR'(L), then negative. For higherL,
the switch occurs at a lower w, so the firm's
indifferencemap is as shown in Figure 1.
For any L, a smaller w creates a bigger
profit, so lowerisoprofitcurvesare betterfor
the firm.
Let the union quote a wage w1. The firm
then seeks the lowest indifferencecurve that
touchesthe horizontalline at heightwl. That
is to say, it solves R'(L1 )-w, =0: marginal
'Product price and wage rate are to be thoughtof as
deflatedby a generalpriceindex.
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The expected utility of a union member
is

revenueproductof labor equalsthe wage. In
other words, the firm's demand curve for
labor is the locus of maximumpoints of the
indifferencecurvesin the (w, L) plane. It is
downwardsloping,by virtueof the concavity
of R(L).

The union can achieveany point along the
firm's demand curve. What is the union's
objective?That is an old question in labor
economics. We choose a particularanswer
and use it throughout.Supposethe unionhas
N members, all alike. If L of them are
employed,each memberhas probabilityL/N
of having a job and achieving a level of
utility U(w)-D and probability 1-(L/N)
of not being employedby the firm, whereD
is the fixed additive disutility of holding a
job.2 If not employedby the firm a worker

therefore

N -'{L(U(w)-D)

+ (N-

L)U(w,)}, which can be writtenas U(w,)+
N-'L{U(w)-D-U(w%)}.

Since WUand N

are treatedas data for the purposeof union
wage setting, we can set D + U(w,)= U and
summarizeby saying that the union wishes
to maximizeL(U(w)- U). The logic of this
is that L(U- U) is the membership'saggregate gain from employment,over and above
the incomew%
that everymemberstartswith.
The union'sindifferencemap is derivedfrom
L(U(w)

-

U) = constant; the indifference

achieves a level of utility U(%w), where W

curves have the usual downward-sloping
convex shape in the (L, w) plane. They have
the special propertythat they are all asymptotic to the horizontalat w= w-, where w is
derived from U(w) =U. This is shown in
Figure2.
The best wage for the union to set is
determined in the obvious way by the
tangency of an indifferencecurve with the
employer'slabor-demandcurve as shown in
Figure 2. Mathematically,this amounts to
finding the maximumof L(U(w)-U) with
respectto L and w, subjectto the constraint
R'(L)-w=O. We can write down the firstorderconditiondirectlyby equatingthe slope
of the indifferencecurvethrough(w, L) (i.e.,

2Weignore-by choice-the possibilitythatworkers
are free to choose the hoursand intensityof work.

demand function (i.e., R"(L)). Since w=
R'(L) at any eligible point, the first-order

can be thoughtof, for short,as an unemployment compensationbenefit,but shouldreally
include all the other contributions to the
standardof living that wouldnot be received
if the workerwere employedby the bargaining firm. U(x) is the standardsort of concave utilityfunction.

-(U-

U)/LU') to the slope of the (inverse)
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conditioncan be writtenas
(1)

-LR"(L)/R'(L)
= (U(w)-U

)/wU'(w).

The left-hand side is the reciprocalof the
wageelasticityof the demandfor labor,taken
positively;the right-handside is the reciprocal of the elasticityof the gain from employment (U- U) with respect to the wage. So
the condition is that the two elasticities
should be equal. (There is a second-order
conditionthat we assumeto be satisfied.)
What is the nature of wage behaviorimplied by this model? A change in demand
conditionswill affect the union's wage decision via two routes,the elasticityof demand
for labor and iw.We considerthem in order.
Solve w=R'(L) to give the demand function in directform, and inserta parameterB
(for businesscycle),with the conventionthat
an increase in B increases the demand for
labor at any wage. Thus the demand for
labor is L=G(w, B). As B rises and falls,
how is the effect dividedbetweenchangesin
w and changesin L? Considerthe first-order
condition(1) writtenas
(2)

wGw(w, B)/G(w,

B)

-WU'(w)/(U(w)-U).

The cyclical sensitivity of the wage clearly
dependson the extent to whichchangesin B
affect the elasticity of demand for labor at
any given wage. For instance,if the demand
functionshifts isoelastically- that is, the demand for labor falls in a recession,but with
its elasticityunchangedat each wage-then
we can alwayswriteG(w, B)=BG(w), and it
is obvious that (2) does not depend on B at
all. In that case, the wagewill be rigidduring
businesscycles and fluctuationswill fall entirely on employment.One can easily imagine cases in which the monopoly wage will
move countercycically,or procyclicallyfor
that matter,thus diminishingor magnifying
the accompanyingfluctuations in employment.
The other way in which the level of aggregateactivitycan affect the desiredwageis

899

through wT,which is composed of several
elements. Some of these elements, such as
unemployment benefits, the value of leisure,
the value of working around the house, net
gains from illegal activities, would appear to
be affected very little, if at all, by aggregate
conditions. (Unemployment benefits are
sometimes raised in recession, imparting an
upward effect on w- and thus w.) But the
other major element in w is the expected
value of alternative employment opportunities and this should have a strong procyclical
fluctuation through changes in the probability of finding alternative jobs and in their
wages. The effect this has on the wage rate
will depend on just how important a component of w-it is. If job mobility is low, and/or
if changes in wage rates in other jobs are
small, then the effect of changes in alternative job opportunities will be slight.
We conclude this section with a canonical
example. Let f be a constant elasticity of
demand for labor, however generated. Take
U(w)=wb/b, where b is less than one, but
may be negative. Then (1) yields w/lw=-(I b/f ) -l/b. Thus the monopoly wage depends
negatively on the elasticity of labor demand
and negatively on the risk-aversion parameter (1 -b). Intuitively this is how it should
be. For example, if f= 2 and (1 -b) = 3, then
times the
the monopoly wage is (5)1/2
"minimum supply price" wi. If f is as low as
2, w= 3w. If
4, W= 3w. If f= 2 and (1-b)=
f= 4, (1-b) = 2 then w= 5w. These low values of f are in accord with econometric results. Notice that if they are combined with
positive values of (I - b) less than 1 the
outcome is much less "realistic": thus f= 2
and 1 -b 2/3 implies w = 27W.
II. EfficientBargains
The model of wage determination just described is even more like simple productmarket monopoly than it looks. The difference in appearance arises because the monopolist, in this case the union, maximizes a
utility function and not profits. It is not
surprising, then, that the wage-employment
outcome shown at point A in Figure 2 is not
efficient. There are wage-employment points
at which both parties are better off. This is
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The contract curve is characterizedby
equalityof the slopes of a union indifference
curve and an isoprofitcurve.This condition
yields the equation
D
L

Contract
rve
~~~~~~~Cu
I

wi~~AW

W

K~~~~L

N

FIGURE 3

easily seen in Figure 3. The constant-profit
curve passing throughA is by construction
horizontalat A. Thereforeit cuts the downward-slopingindifferencecurve throughA.
The regionto the southeastof A, betweenthe
isoprofitcurve and the indifferencecurve,is
the set of outcomesParetosuperiorto A. The
monopolywage is too high and employment
too low. Obviously efficient bargains are
points of tangencybetweenan isoprofitcurve
and an indifferencecurve.We call the locus
of such points the contract curve; in this
context that is the mot juste. An exampleis
shownin Figure3.
More complicated institutional arrangements are necessaryfor the achievementof
efficient bargains. In particular,the union
has to exercise some sort of influence over
the level of employment,in contrast to the
simplecase wherethe level of employmentis
set unilaterallyby the employer. Since the
objectiveis to increaseemploymentbeyond
the level given by the labor demand schedule, manningagreementsor "featherbedding"
are likely to be adopted. If it is impractical
to specify the level of employmentin the
contract, an efficient outcome may be approximatelyachievableif the contractspecifies the numberof workersper machine,or
some other similarrule, and leaves the overall aggregate to the discretion of the employer.

(3)

(U(w)-U(w-))/U'(w)=w-R'(L).

The first thing to notice is that the contract
curve intersects the firm's labor demand
curveat w= iw,becausethe right-handside of
(3) vanishesalong the demandcurve,and the
left-hand side3 is zero only at iw.The point
(iw-,L) is actually the competitiveoutcome
for this model. If therewereno union and U
were the level of utility attainableelsewhere
in the economy,4then iwwould be the given
supply price of labor to the employer,who
would maximizeprofits at L.
The slope of the contract curve is, by
differentiationof (3),
dw/dL

-

U'(w)R"(L)

/(U"(w)(R'(L)

-w)).

Thus the contractcurveis momentarilyvertical at (iw,L), and positivelysloped elsewhere
(because,from(3) w ' i impliesw 'R'(L)).s
No bargaincan be struckwith w< i so the
contract curve does not extend below iw.If
we take the total membershipof the union as
a given numberN, then the contract curve
rises to the northeast until it reaches the
vertical at N, where it ends. The effective
part of the contractcurvemightend earlierif
there is an L<N at which the firm'soperating profit becomessmall enoughto induce it
to shut down.
Everywherealong the contract curve, except at (iw,L), the wageexceedsthe marginal
revenueproductof employment.The firm is
3The expressionon the left comes up frequentlyin
the theoryof contracts.If expectedutility is pU(w)+
(1 -p)U(wi), then the left-handside of (3) is the marginal rate of substitutionbetweenp and w evaluatedat
p = I (full employment).
4That would be the case, for instance,if therewere
no unemploymentcompensation,but a large supplyof
jobs at wage w-.
5If the marginalutilityof incomewereconstantthen
the contract curve would be vertical,as in Hall and
Lilien.

thus being induced,presumablyby an all-ornone offer, to employ more workersthan it
would like at the agreed-uponwage. This is
the insight that led to Wassily Leontief's
pioneering paper. An even stronger statement is true: all along the contract curve,
except at (iw,L), the marginalrevenueproduct of employmentfalls short of W.If one
thinks of iwas the true supplyprice of labor
to the employeror industry,then this is a
strong reminderthat the bargainsalong the
contract curve are efficient only from the
point of view of the employerand the fixed
membershipof the union.
To see how the contractcurve is affected
by changesin the economicenvironment,we
rewritethe revenuefunctionas R(L, B), and
assume that RB and RLB are both positive:
prosperityincreases total revenue and the
marginal revenue product of labor at any
level of employment.Then (3) becomes
(3')

901
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(U(w)-U(wi))/U'(w)
=w-RL(L,

B).

If we now differentiate(3') with respectto
B, holdingL constant,we find

w

'

W%wt

I

L

i

LD

L

HigherB
L

FIGURE 4

above the old one. If the external labor
market improves, efficient bargainshave a
higherwage at any level of employment.(See
Figure4.)
Generally speaking, simultaneous improvements in the labor market and the
productmarketproduceoffsettingeffects on
the contract curve. Since B and w-are not
easily commensurable,it is hard to know
how to model a generalized upswing or
downswingin the economy. When we need
to do so, we will tentativelyassumethat the
B response outweighs the w response. For a

aw/aB=RLB(L,
/((U(w)

B)U'(w)2
-

U(w))

U"(w))<O,

and similarly
aw/awi=7- U'(w)U'(W)
/ ((U(w) -U(W)) U"t(w))>,.O.
Thus an increasein B (an improvementin
the firm'sproductmarket)shifts the contract
curve to the right. It starts at wion the new
demand curve; the negotiatedlevel of employment is higher at any wage in an efficient bargain.An increasein iw(an improvement in the economy-widealternativesopen
to workers)has a differenteffect. If the new
value is

w,

the new contract curve begins at

(w, L), where L comes from the labordemand curve. Hence the startingpoint of
the new contractcurveis shiftedto the NW,
and the new contractcurve lies everywhere

"typical"labor pool, therefore,the contract
curve shifts to the SE when economicconditions improve and to the NW when they
deteriorate.
The contractcurveprobablyhas some approximatedescriptivevalue.Even so, thereis
no generallyacceptablesolutionconceptthat
singlesout a point on it as a likely outcome.
Beforewe analyzesome of the simplerpossibilities, we digressto considera slightlydifferentinstitutionalsetup, as a usefulconceptual exercise.
III. The Unionas a Commune:A Digression

Everywherealong a positivelysloped contract curve,the marginalrevenueproductof
labor is less than W, the supply price of
labor. Efficiency implies starkly excessive
employment.Why? The answer appears to
lie in the fact that it is ex post moreattractive
to be employedthan to be unemployed.To
see this, let us change the rules and imagine

the union acting as a family or commune,
pooling all earnings and redistributingincome from its employed to its unemployed
members,so that they all have equal utility.
Specifically,supposethe union pays out Yeto
each of its employedmembersandyuto each
of its unemployedmembers.These payments
are connectedby

w

LD

Contract
Curve

U(yu)= U(ye)-D;

(4)

the employedworkeris compensatedfor the
disutilityof work. (For any old-timerswho
rememberthe Art Young cartoon:"Me slaving over this hot stove and you workingin a
nice cool sewer,"it is perfectly all right to
think of D as negative.)The union can only
pay out what its memberspay in, so thereis
a second constraint
(5)
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Lye+(N-L)yu=Lw+(N-L)wu;

the employedcontributethe negotiatedwage
and the others theirunemploymentbenefits.
Since everyoneis equallywell off ex post, the
aggregateutility function is simply NU(yu).
Here (4) and (5) can be solved for Yeand yu
as functionsof w and L, so that the collective utility function can be thought of as a
function of the negotiated outcome as before.
Straightforwarddifferentiationof (4) and
(5) leads to the slope of the union's indifferencecurvethrough(w, L):
dw/dL

-L-l[(w-wu)-(YeeYu)].

This expressionis negativebecausethe union
actually redistributescash income from the
employedto the unemployed.
The locus of tangenciesbetweenthe indifference curves and the isoprofit curves defines a new contractcurve.Its equationis
R'(L) =ye Yu +wu,

whereYeandyuare functionsof w and L. We
omit the detailsbut recordthat this contract
curve is downward sloping, passes through
(w, L), and lies to the right of the demand
curve for labor. The picture is thus as in
Figure 5.

L
FIGURE 5

It remainstrue that the wage exceeds the
marginalrevenueproductof employmentin
efficient bargains.The employerwould prefer to reduce employmentat the negotiated
wage if that werepermitted.But employment
at a given wage is smaller in the setup of
Figure 5 than it is at the same wage in the
setup of Figure 3. The reason is that the ex
post equalizationof Figure 5 diminishesthe
incentive of the individual member to be
among the employed.One importantconsequence is that in Figure5 the marginalrevenue product of employment exceeds the
supply price of labor at every efficient
bargain.
IV. SomeSimpleConventions
Most formaltheoriesof bargainingassume
that the negotiated outcome will lie on the
contractcurve, except perhapsfor the occasional conflict-a strike,say-when bargaining breaksdown.We havesome doubtsabout
the empiricalrelevanceof this assumption.
But it is hard to see how one could proceed
without it; so we will use it tentatively,with
an eye out for its compatibilitywith common
observation.Even so, as we have said, there
is no generallyaccepted rule for selectinga
point or other small subset of the contract
curveas an especiallylikelycandidatefor the
actual negotiated outcome. (The book by
Georgede Menil containsan excellent,fairly
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recent,summaryof the state of the theoryof
wage bargaining.Models of auctionmarkets
or sealedbid procedureshardlyseemto apply
in this context.)In this section,we considera
few very simple conventions, any one of
which might seem plausible in a specific
context, but none of which has any serious
claim to generality.In the next section we
will take up a couple of formal bargaining
models which do make such a claim. After
that, we turnto conventionsthat mightapply
to the renegotiationof an original bargain
when the environmentchanges.Throughout,
we emphasizethe "businesscycle" implications of each solution, not its place in the
theoryof bargaining.
A. A Dominant Union and "Fair Shares"

Points to the northeastalong the contract
curve are successivelyless profitablefor the
employerand more favorableto the workers.
A powerfulunion might be able to force the
firm to accept zero profits, if we take zero
somewhat arbitrarilyas the level of profit
below which the firm would leave the industryor shut down. That suggestsadjoining
to the equationof the contractcurve(3') the
zero-profitconditionR(L, B) wL. Geometrically speaking,this hypothesis singles out
the point at which the contractcurve intersects the zero-isoprofitcurve.
The hypothesis of a zero level of profits
can easily be generalizedand made less extreme. Suppose that history has led to the
notion that there is a "fair"division of net
revenue between the workers and the employer. If the normalshareof wages is 100k
percent,we can write
(6)

wL=k R(L, B).

The case of zero profitsis simplyk 1. Now
(3') and (6) are the two equations defining
the negotiated wage and employment.(Except when k= 1, (6) does not coincidewith a
particularisoprofitlocus.)
The contract curve (3), as we know, is
upwardsloping in the (w, L) plane; (6), on
the other hand, representsw as a fractionk
of the averagerevenueproductof labor and
slopes downwardby our assumptionson R.
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This patternwill repeatitself: the negotiated
outcomeis at the intersectionof an upwardsloping efficiency locus and a downward-

sloping locus that can be interpretedas reflecting equity (or power)considerations.
Suppose the economic environment deteriorates in a recession. If the productmarketeffect dominatesthe labor-marketeffect, we can concentrateon a reductionin B.
The contractcurveshifts to the left, as shown
earlier.The locus (6) shifts down. From the
crude geometryit is clear that employment
must fall, but the negotiated wage can go
eitherway. Thatis a promisingbeginningfor
a wage-stickinessstory, so we work out the
result exactly.
Differentiationof (3') and (6) leads in the
conventionalway to:
(z
VL

-R LL
w-kRLj

\

(dw/dB
dL/dBj

(RLB

'

1kRB/

where z stands for d/dw[w - (U(w)
U(w))/ U'(w)] = ((U(w) -U(w)U"w))/

-

U'(w)2. The determinanthas sign pattern
(114+)and is thereforenegative.Calculation,
and substitutionof the value of k from (6)
shows that
(7)

sgn dw/dB

-sgn {RLB(1-LRL/R)
+LRLLRB/R}

This does not dependexplicitlyon the utility
function, except as it helps determine the
point at which R is evaluated.The first term
is positive and the second negative,confirming the indeterminacyof the sign of dw/dB.
Two special cases are worth noting. First
of all, supposeR(L, B) can be writtenin the
form BS(L/B); this gives rise to the isoelastically shifting labor-demandcurve discussed earlierin connection with (2). Then
dw/dB=O, always. So wheneverthe elasticity of demandfor labor at the going wage is
approximatelyinvariantto the businesscycle,
the wage will be sticky.
The second special case puts R(L, B)=
BS(L); this makesthe inversedemandcurve
for labor shift isoelasticallyin the business
cycle so that the demand elasticity at the
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going level of employmentis invariant.Then
dw/dB is opposite in sign to d/dL(LRL/R),

which again suggeststhe lack of any strong
directionalityin the businesscycle.
If it were the case that firms typically
become sales constrainedin recessions, so
that revenueelasticityfalls, the model would
indicate a countercyclicalrise in the wage.
That seems extreme;but perhapsone might
concludethat efficient bargainingwill make
employment,more than the wage, bear the
bruntof cyclicaladjustment.
We do not explore dL/dB in detail, because it is obvious from the geometry that
this model makes employment strongly
cyclical.
B. A Dominant Employer

If the union calls the tune, it is limited in
its demandsby the possibilitythat the firm
will shut down. If the employer calls the
tune, there is (usually)some similarlimit to
complete freedom of action. It may come
from the possibilityof a strike or other disruption,or it may come fromthe need of the
employerto preservea laborpool when there
are opportunitiesfor employmentelsewhere
in the economy. Even a dominantemployer
will push only so far to the SW along the
contractcurve.We can imaginethat there is
an indifferencecurve below which the firm
will not wish to push its labor pool. Thereis
a conceptualchoicehere:we could take such
an indifferencecurveto be given by L(U(w)
-

U(wi))=constant, that is, by the gain to

the workersfrom membershipin the firm's
labor pool. The significanceof this choice is
that if w-falls, the firm can lower its wage at
given employmentto keep the workers'gain
constant.On the other hand if we had fixed
the limiting indifferencecurve by LU(w)+
(N-L)U(w-)

= NU(W-)+L(U(w) -U(w-))

constant,the firmwould have to increaseits
wage offer to make up for a reductionin w.
That seems rather too paternalisticfor real
life.
In this excessively paternalisticcase, in
fact, a simultaneousreduction in iw and B
must alwayslead to a highernegotiatedwage
along the new contract curve. Under the
alternativeassumption, as usual, there are
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forcesworkingin both directions.The reduction in B pushes the negotiated wage upward; the contract curve shifts to the NW
and so does its intersection with the unchangedlimitingindifferencecurve.A reduction in wi lowers the limiting indifference
curve at given employment(more than one
for one, in fact) and thus pushesthe outcome
to the SW. Generalizedrecession thus reduces the employmentside of the bargain
unambiguously,but the wage can go either
way.
V. FormalBargainingTheory

Most formal theories of the bargaining
process proceed axiomatically.Usually one
of the axioms is that the bargainedoutcome
is efficient.But then, instead of arguingthat
this or that outcomeon the contractcurveis
more "natural"than others, the bargaining
theorist proposes desirablepropertiesfor a
rule that would permit a referee equipped
with it to go from one bargainingproblemto
anotherin some broad class, and producea
solution to each one by applicationof the
rule. (One of the desirable properties, of
course,is that the rule should alwayschoose
a point on the contract curve.)The goal of
the theorist is to find a set of plausible or
acceptablepropertiesand show that there is
only one rule with those properties.Raiffa
argued early on that such solutions of the
bargainingproblemmightbest be thoughtof
as ArbitrationRules; they might not have
much descriptivevalidity in predicting the
outcomeof raw bargaining,but they provide
a defensible handbook for an arbitrator
whose job is precisely to settle a stream of
bargainingconflicts.From our point of view,
Raiffa's interpretationis perfectly acceptable.
Formal theories usually operate not in
terms of the contract curve but in the
"bargainingset" and its efficient frontier.
The bargainingset is relatedto the contract
curve in exactly the way that a production
possibilityset is relatedto the contractcurve
in a productionbox or a utilitypossibilityset
is related to the contractcurve in an Edgeworth exchangebox. To begin with, we need
to constructthe bargainingset for our model
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efficient point that maximizesthe product of
the parties' gains over and above the nocontractoutcome. In this case, it maximizes
or (R(L)-wL)(U(w)G - (V-NU(w))
U(w))L over the bargainingset. In principle,

one might think of maximizingthat product
subjectto the equationof the contractcurve;
but on reflection, the constraint can be
omitted. Unconstrainedmaximizationof the
productby choice of (w, L) will certainlytry
to maximizeR(L)-wL for any given value
of L(U(w)- U(W)), so the equation of the
contract curve will reappearas one of the
first-orderconditions of the unconstrained
problem.It does. The otherfirst-ordercondition turnsout to imply, ratheroddly,
(8)

of wage bargaining.Each possible outcome
(w, L) correspondsto a payoff to each party.
In the case of the employer, the payoff is
G=R(L)-wL; to the union, the payoff is
V=LU(w) + (N-L)U(W).

The set of (G, V)

swept out as (w, L) rangesover its possibilities is the bargainingset. If no bargain is
struck,we takeit that G=06 and V=NU(w).
As (w, L) traversesthe contractcurve,(G, V)
traversesthe undominatedefficientsubsetof
the bargainingset, by construction.
Axiomaticbargainingtheoriesrequirethat
the bargainingset be convex so that, in the
usual way, the efficient payoff-possibility
curveis a decreasingconcavefunctionin the
(G, V) plane. They justify an assumptionof
convexity by the possibility of randomization. That would hardly do in the wagebargainingcontext, but fortunatelythe assumptionswe have made on R(.) and U(.)
guarantee,as tedious calculationwill show,
that the frontierof the bargainingset is well
behaved.The picture,therefore,is as in Figure 6. (Here wi7is the highest wage the
employercan pay and still break even at a
point on the contract curve; see Figure 3.)
Selectionof a point on the contractcurveis
equivalent to selection of a point on the
efficiencylocus.
The best-known formal solution to the
bargainingproblemis Nash's. It selects the
6It would not be hard to allow for fixed costs F, so
that G= - F if no agreementis reached.
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w= (R/L+R'(L))/2.

At the Nash solution, the wage is equal to
the arithmetic mean of the average and
marginalrevenueproductsof labor!
The Nash solution is thus defined by (3)
and (8). Under our assumptionsabout R(.),
both the averageand marginalrevenueproducts are decreasing.So (8) defines a negatively sloped "equity"locus that intersects
the contractcurveonce, at the Nash solution
to the bargainingproblem. Once again, we
can replaceR by R(L, B) and ask how variation in B affects the wage coordinateof the
solution. Upon calculation,it turns out that
the criterion(7) holds here too, and so do the
paragraphsof text immediatelyfollowing(7).
One of the axioms leading to the Nash
solution of the bargainingproblemrequires
the rule to be "independentof irrelevant
alternatives."Supposethat E is the solution
to the bargainingproblempicturedin Figure
6; now define a new bargainingproblemby
deletingpart of the bargainingset, any part
so long as the point E remains.The axiom
requiresthat E be the solution of the new
bargainingproblem. Since the deleted outcomes werenot chosenby the rulewhen they
and their
wereavailable,they are "irrelevant"
absence should make no difference to the
outcome. This axiom has been much complained about, and justly. Intuitions about
"bargainingpower"and "fairness"might include the notion that if A could win a lot in a
bargainingsituation, he or she is "entitled"
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to more than if he or she could only, in the
best of circumstances,win a little. Anyone
who shares that intuition does not believe
that "irrelevant"alternativesare irrelevant.
Dissatisfactionwith this axiom has led to
otherdefinitionsof the solutionto a bargaining problem.Ehud Kalai and Meir Smorodinsky propose replacingthe unsatisfactory
axiom with another.Start again with Figure
6 and suppose again that E is the solution
chosenby the rule.Now alter the bargaining
set in the following way: leave the "best
possible" outcomes for the vertical and
horizontalpartiesunchanged,but fix things
so that for each possible benefit to the horizontal party the largestpossible gain to the
vertical party is bigger than it was before.
Then the axiom of monotonicity requires
that the rule assignto this new bargainingset
a solution that gives the verticalparty more
than at E. If the environmentbecomesmore
favorablefor the verticalpartyin this strong
sense, the verticalpartymust profit from the
change. (Of course the environmentcan become more favorablefor both parties; then
they must both gain.)
Kalai and Smorodinskyshow that replacing the axiom of irrelevanceof independent
alternativeswith the axiom of monotonicity
leads to a unique solution different from
Nash's. It is easily described.Let G* be the
best that the verticalparty could hope for,
R(L)-wL in Figure 6. Let V* be the best
the horizontalpartycould hope for. Find the
point (G*,V*) and draw a line connectingit
with the no-bargainpoint, whosecoordinates
in Figure 6 are (0, NU(W)).The solution is
the uniquepoint at which that line intersects
the efficiencyfrontier.It is shown in Figure
6 as F.
Althoughthe geometryis simple,the arithmetic of the Kalai-Smorodinskysolution is
not. The equation to be adjoinedto that of
the contractcurveis
(9)

(R(L)-wL)/(L(U(w)-U(w-)))

w (R(L )-WaL)d(L(U()t)-U(h

)))-

where (w-,L) and (w,vL) are the left- and
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right-handend positionof the contractcurve.
Thus R'(L)= w-and R(L)m=iL. (We are assuming here that L<N; otherwiseL has to
be replacedby N and w by the wage at which
the contractcurve generatesemploymentof
N workers.)
The comparativestatics of the solution is
messy, mainly because one must keep track
of changes in w, w, L, and L, so we hold our

commentsto a minimum.If we set R(L, B)
=BR(L) and calculate dw/dB by total
differentiation, the familiar quantity d/
dL[ LR'/R]

=

RR'/L + RR"-( R')2 appears;

positive(negative)values are associatedwith
dw/dB<O(>O). But this time there is an
additionalnegativeterm,so thateven if R(L)
has constant elasticity, dw/dB<O. So the
Kalai-Smorodinskysolution is more likely
than the Nash solution to yield "perverse"
countercyclicalwage flexibility.There is not
much else to be said. Even the effects of
changesin w are complicated.
VI. Sales ConstraintsandIncrementalBargaining

This brief section serves three purposes.
We make an initial stab at the potentially
importantcase of a fix-pricefirm which experiencesa progressivelymore binding sales
constraintas a recessionproceeds.Then we
use this sketch as a vehicle to introduce
another idea: that bargaining conventions
may apply to the sharingof gains and losses
when a changein the environmentmakesan
initial situation untenable.The initial situation could even be arbitrary;this is an entry
point for historical happenstance.Finally,
the same sketchhelps to clarifythe underlying reasonwhy efficientbargainingholds the
potential for countercyclicalmovement of
wage rates.
We can model a sales-constrainedfirm by
assuming that every isoprofit curve simply
ends when it reaches the value of L corresponding to maximalsales, as illustratedin
Figure7. This assumptionis a bit too strong,
because it ignores possible substitution
amongvariablefactorswith constantoutput.
But we shalluse it for illustration.
When the firm experiences a sales constraint, the contractcurve cannot extend to
the right of its intersectionwith the vertical
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at Lmax' becausesuch points are inaccessible.
In fact, the contractcurvecoincideswith the
vertical above the intersectionpoint, as in
Figure 8. (Below the intersection,points on
the verticalare dominatedby points on the
contract curve to the left of LmaX.)

A simple recessionstory might go as follows. To begin, the sales constraint is not
bindingand the wage-employmentbargainis
somewhereon the contractcurve.It remains
there in the early stages of the recessionas
Lmax movesto the left but is not yet binding.
Eventually, the constraint just binds, and
then movesstill furtherto the left. The initial
bargain is no longer tenable. (We ignore
labor hoardingonly in order to concentrate
on the logic of bargaining.)What happens
now?
Givenan acceptedequityrule(whichmight
also be shifting systematically as the recession proceeds) a new wage-employment
bargainmightbe struckat the intersectionof
the recession-shiftedequity and contract
curves.But supposethe initialbargainA had
arisenmostlyby historicalaccident.It might
not even be efficient. A naturalincremental
equityrule mightbe that both partiesshould
gain, or both lose, by the change,but not one
gain and the otherlose. In the recessioncase,
both must lose. This suggests that the new
bargain would have L=Lm.ax and a wage

somewherein the interval BC between the
isoprofit curve and the indifference curve

associated with the initial bargain. This is
shownin Figure8.
Any point on BC has a wage higher than
A; the wage would rise as employmentfalls.
This is too sharp to be taken literally.The
logic of this resultprovides,however,a clear
insight into the mechanismthrough which
efficient bargaining can generate countercyclical wage variation.At any point on the
contractcurve,the firmwould prefera lower
volume of employment at the bargained
wage. We have already suggestedthat contractualwork rules and manningagreements
might serve the purpose of enforcing this
extra employment on the firm. A binding
sales constraint thus benefits the employer
by necessitating,or providingthe excuse for,
a reductionin employment.At the old wage,
the firm would be better off and the union
worse off. If the incrementalequity rule forbids such an outcome,the wage must rise to
transfersome of the loss from union to firm.
This showsup with greatclarityherebecause
the recessionis assumedto leave the revenue
function unchanged except by imposing a
barrier at

Lmax.

VII. Conclusion

We set out to understandwhy real wages
might be sticky, why fluctuationsin aggre-
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gate demand might have their major effect
on employmentand little or none on the
wage. Our partial-equilibriumbargaining
models can hardly be expected to do that.
But they do quite generallyconfirm a tendency for fluctuationsin real product demand at the firm or industry level to be
accompaniedby largecorrelatedfluctuations
in employmentand small changes in real
wage rates that could go in either direction.
Whatis the sourceof that tendency?
Geometricallyspeaking,it is becauseboth
our efficiency locus and our "equity" or
"power"locus shifts to the left in recession
and to the rightin upswings,providedcyclical changes in product markets dominate
those in the effective reservationwage. The
shifts operate in the same directionon employment,but in opposite directionson the
negotiatedwage, so there is a clear possibility that the two will be statisticallyindependent, as empiricalinvestigationsuggests.
A deeper, less mechanical,answer might
go somethinglike this. Efficient bargaining
pushes the firm to hire more workersthan it
would like at the negotiatedwage. The outcome is thus on the falling part of the isoprofit curve. The contract curve slopes upward. Higheremploymentand higherwages
favor the workers;lower employment and
lower wages favor the firm. When circumstances enforce a reductionin employment,
the employer gains and the workers lose.
Equity and bargainingpower are likely to
seek an adjustmentthat will transfersome of
the employer'sgain to the union or shift
some of the union's loss back to the firm.
The part of this adjustmentthat falls (efficiently) on wages will involve an increasein
the wage. This tendency can, in principle,
offset the normalcyclicaldeteriorationof the
demandfor labor, in part, wholly, or not at
all.
Most of the paperrepresentsvariationson
this theme. If short-termcontractingwould
lead to cyclicalfluctuationin employmentat
a more or less stable wage, then convenience
could easily lead the partiesto contractfor a
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long-termsteady wage, with currentemployment decisionsmade by the firm. The union
would need protectionagainstexcessive(i.e.,
profitablebut "inefficient")reductionin the
averagelevel of employment;this could be
provided by work rules or manning agreements.
Our main resultis in sharpcontrastto the
outcomeof standardmodels of implicitcontractingwith symmetricinformation.There,
long-run contracts tend to be employment
stabilizingas comparedwith spot-competitive
labor markets.The crucialdifferenceappears
to be that implicit-contractmodelsare closed
by a utilityconstraint.We replacethis condition by the sort of equity convention that
arises naturally in the bargaining context
and is less dominatedby opportunitiesavailable elsewherein the economy.
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